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Abstraco 
Bodlaender, H.L., New lower bound techniques for distributed leader finding and other problems 
on rings of processors, Theoretical Computer Science 81 (1991) 237-256. 
Several new lower bounds are derived for deterministic and randomized extrema finding and 
some other problems on asynchronous, non-anonymous rings of processors, where the ring size 
n is known in advance to the procesbors. With a new technique, using results from extremal graph 
theory, an a( n log n) lower bound is obtained for the average number of messages for distributed 
leader finding, on rings where the processors know the ring size n, and processors take identities 
from a set I with size as small as cn, for any constant c > 1. Formerly, this bound was only known 
for special values of n, and exponential size of I. Also, improvements are made on the constant 
factor of the Q(n log n) bound. An elementary, but powerful result shows that the same bounds 
hold for randomized algorithms. It is shown that $I( n log n) iower bounds can be derived for the 
expected message complexity for computing AND on an input l”, OR on an input 0” or XOR 
over all inputs, even when processors have unique identities. This confirms a conjecture of 
Abrahamson et al. [2]. 
1. Introduction 
Consider an asynchronous ring of processors. Each processor is distinguished by 
a unique identification number, taken from some index set 
assume that the size f the ring is known in advance to the 
no central controller. consider two (types of) 
consider is to design a distributed algorithm that “elects” a unique processor as 
* i-art of this research was done while the author was visiting the Laboratory of Computer Science 
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, with a grant from the Netherlands Organization for 
Scientific Research (N.W.O.). 
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leader (e.g. the highest numbered processor), using a minimum number of’messages. 
The second type of problem is when each processor has, besides its identification 
number, an input bit, and some cyclic boolean function must be computed over the 
string of input-bits. 
We assume that the processors work fully asynchronous and cannot use clocks 
or time-outs. Hence we can assume that the algorithm is message-driven: except for 
the first message upon initialization, a processor can only send messages as a result 
of the receipt of a message. We also assume that processors and the communication 
subsystem work error-free and that links work in a FIFO-manner. 
There are basically two variants: the ring may be unidirectional (all messages go 
in one direction) or bidirectional (messages can go in both directions). For bidirec- 
tional algorithms, one has the variant where the ring has “a sense of direction”, i.e. 
eac5 processor has the same idea about “left” and “right”, and the variant where 
processors do not have a sense of direction. We will assume the former case, which 
only strenghens the results. 
Much work has been done to obtain good upper and lower bounds for the different 
variants of both types of problems. 
In this paper, we concentrate on the leader finding problem. In Section 8 we 
show what results evolve when the techniques are applied to some other problems. 
Throughout his paper, we use the following non-standard notations: for functions 
J g, h : N + N, we say that f(n) a g(n) -0( h( n)), if there exists a constant c, such 
that for all but finitely many nE N:f(n)ag(n)-ceh(n). We say that f(n)= 
g(nkO(h(n)), if th ere exist constants cl, c,, such that for all but finitely many 
nk N: g(n)-c,*h(n)sf(n)sg(n)+c,gh(n). 
In Table 1, the best known upper bounds for the leader finding problem are 
summarized. one of these algorithms requires that processors know the ring size. 
(H, is the nth harmonic number, i.e. H, =cy=, l/i =0.69n log n). In Tables 2 and 
3 we summarize the best known lower bounds for the problem. In Table 2 we give 
the lower bounds for the case that processors do not know the ring size; in Table 
3 the lower bounds for the case that the ring size is known to the processors are 
given. The worst-case lower bounds for the known ring size of [8] and [15], and 
the lower bounds of Duris and Galil [ 131 require that the size of the index set I is 
at least exponential in n. This assumption seems quite unrealistic, as this implies 
that identities have Q(n) bits. Also, the lower bounds of [8] and [ 131 are only valid 
for infinitely many values of n (e.g. n is a power of 2), but not for all n. In this 
Table 1 
Overview of upper bounds for leader finding problem 
Unidirectiolral 
Bidirectional with sense of direction 
Bidirectional without sense of directiota 
Average 
nM, WI 
&%H,, [7,14,17] 
Worst-cast 
1.356n log n +0(n) [12] 
I.35611 log n+O(n) [12] 
1.44n log n+O(n) [18,19] 
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Table 2 
Lower bounds for rings with unknown ring size 
Average Worst case 
Unidirectional 
Bidirectional with/without sense of direction 
nH,, [221 nH,, [223 
OSnH,, [63 0% log n [IS] 
Table 3 
Lower bounds for rings with known ring size 
Average Worst case 
Unidirectional (d-&)n iogn [15] (1 -&)nH,, 181 
in log n -O(n) (this paper) 
Bidirectional with/without sense of direction (i- p)n log n 
(i - e)nH,, (this paper) 
OSn log n [lS] 
paper we show that n( n log n) lower bounds hold, even if IZI = co n, for some constant 
c > 1, for all n. We give several new lower bounds for the average number of messages 
for rings with known ring size. We have different results for unidirectional and 
bidirectional rings, different sizes of the index set Z, and for lower bounds that must 
hold for all n, or for infinitely many n. In Table 4 we summarize all our results. 
Note that if IZi - n is very small, then one can design algorithms which use less 
than n( n log n) messages. For example, one can turn all processors with an identity, 
which is one of the n - 1 smallest in Z “inactive”, and then run a variant of Petersons 
1.44n log n +0(n) unidirectional algorithm [23], This gives an algorithm using 
G(n log(l~l- 1) n messages (worst-case). (This observation was made by Gerard Tel.) 
In Section 6 we show, with an elementary but powerful result, that the same lower 
bounds hold for randomized algorithms, i.e. algorithms where processors can use 
randomization, but that never terminate incorrectly, and terminate with prob- 
ability 1. 
In [21] Pachl gives a lower bound for probabilistic unidirectional algorithms, i.e. 
algorithms where there is a probability E > 0 that the algorithm terminates incorrectly 
(i.e. with 0 or 2 or more leaders). 
Table 4 
Overview of lower bounds, obtained in this paper 
Unidirectional 
Unidirectional 
Bidirectional 
Bidirectional 
Bidirectional 
n power of 2 
no assumption on n 
n power of 2 
n =2-i! 
no assumption on n 
(l/c- l/c*)n log n-O(n) tniogn-O(n) 
4(1/c-l/c*)niogn-O(n) in log n-O(n) 
i(l/c- l/c*)n log n-O(n) in iogn-O(n) 
(,‘-&)nH,, 
f( l/c - l/c*)nH,, -O(n) inn,, -O(n) 
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Next, suppose that each processor has beside its unique identity an input-bit, and 
some cyclic boolean function (like AND, OR, XOR) of the sequence of input bits 
must be computed distributedly. Any such function, that is not constant has a 
worst-case bit complexity of a( n log n) [20], even if processors have identities taken 
from a set I with IZla n ‘+&, for constant E > 0 [9]. 
Abrahamson et al. [2] define the expected bit compltxity of a (randomized) 
algorithm to be the maximum over all inputs of the expec” -d number of bits 
transmitted on an anonymous ring with that input. They show that every non-constant 
function has expected bit complexity Q( nd=) and give a function that matches 
this bound. They conjecture that OR and AND have expected bit complexity 
O( n log n). We show that the conjecture holds, even if processors have identities. 
Also, the expected number of messages over all inputs of randomized algorithms 
computing XOR is shown to be Q( n log n). Note thnat there exist simple deterministic 
algorithms for AND and OR with the average bit complexity over all inputs O(n) 
WI 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 some definitions and preliminary 
results are given. In Section 3 we consider leader finding on unidirectional rings 
with certain ring sizes. In Section 4 the results are extended to arbitrary ring sizes, 
and in Section 5 to bidirectional networks. In Section 6 a negative result on 
randomized algorithms on non-anonymous networks is given, relating the average 
number of messages for deterministic algorithms, and the expected number of 
messages for randomized algorithms. In Section 7 some other problems on rings of 
processors are considered. 
efinitions and preliminary results 
For an index set Z, define D(Z) to be the set of finite, non-empty sequences of 
distinct elements of I. The concatenation of two strings s = sl. . . Sk and t = 4,. . . tl 
is denoted by so t = sI . . . sktl . . . t,. The Ith element of a string s is denoted by ~1. The 
length of a string s = s l. . . Sk is denoted by length(s) = k. The set of finite, non-empty 
sequences of distinct elements of Z with length k is denoted by Dk( I) = 
{s E D(I) Ilength = k}. 
For the sake of analysis, we assume a (clockwise) numbering of the processors 
132 V-*-V n (n is the size of the ring; the numbering is not known to the processors). 
We say a ring is labeled with s = s, . . . s, E Dn( I), if for each i, 1 s i G n, processor 
i has identity si. 
Further we denote &( 1) to be the set of all sets of [11l/ k ] disjoint strings from 
I), i.e. X,(I)={% (~)lls(= ll1l/k] and (Vs, te S: sz t+Vi, js k: si # 
r kin, we say that a string s E L)“( I) is derived from S E (I), if s is formed 
by concatenating n/k different elements from S. 
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Next we review :*:)rne results from extremal graph theory. The interested reader 
is referred to the book of Bollobas [lo], for background, proofs, etc. 
Define (u( m, I) (&( m, I)) to be the maximum number of edges in a directed 
(undirected) graph with m vertices, that does not contain a cycle with length I, and 
let P(m, 1) = 1 -[a(m, l)lm(m - l)]. 
Lemma 2.1. VN, I, 3~1~ N: cu(N, Z)sE(N, Z)+jN(N-1). 
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph with 6( N, I)+ bN( N - 1) + 1 edges. It 
follows that there are at least S( N, I) + 1 pairs of nodes v, w 4th (v, w) E E and 
(w, v) E E. Hence G contains a cycle with length 1. Cl 
Theorem 2.2 (see Bollobas [lo]). Let G = ( V, E) be an undirected graph with 1 VI = N, 
IEI= M, and let 1 E N+ be a positive natural number, such that 12 [4( N +3)1, and 
M>(‘;l)+(N-;+*). 
Then G contains a cycle with length r, for every r, 3 s r G 1. 
Corollary 2.3. Let N > 1 > $ N + 3 and let 3 s r =Z 1. Then 
0 i WY r) $l)+(N--+*). 
(ii) 4N, r) $1)+(N-~+2)+;N(N-~). 
(iii) p(N, r)~&$O($. 
Proof. (i), (ii) follow directly from ‘Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.1. (iii) can be derived 
as follows: 
p(N,ij=l-* 
‘I(~-l)+$(N-1+2)(N-1+1)-i 
N(N-1) 2 
1 ~N2+~12-lN+3N-31+2+~12-~l =-- 
2 N(N-1) 
i ~N(N--i)+~_~+i2- =-- 
2 N(N-1) 
IN 
=N(N-I)-N( 
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Theorem 2.4 (Bollobas [lo]). Lzt G = ( V, E) be an undirected graph wit!1 1 VI = N, 
1 E I= M. Let k be a natural number and let M > 90kN’+“‘k’. 73en G contains a cycle 
of length 21 for every integer 1, k s 1 s kn”k. 
Corollary 2.5. Let 1 be even; 4~ 1 s da. Then 
(i) E( IV, 1) s I80Nm. 
(ii) (~(N,l)6180N~+~N(N-lj. 
(iii) @(N,l)ai-180fl/(N-1). 
roof. Use Theorem 2.4 with k = 2. El 
er bounds for leader finding on unidirectional rings with certain ring sizes 
In this section we consider leader finding on unidirectional rings, and assume 
that the ring size n is a power of 2. We prove a lower bound of [(l/c) - 
(l/c’)]n log n -O(n) messages, for the average case on unidirectional rings, with 
index set Z, with lZl> cn, 1 c c 6 2. For lZl> n2, we prove a lower bound of in log n - 
O(n) messages, which improves a lower bound of Duris and Galil [ 131. 
For our analysis we first remark that as links operate in a FIFO-manner, the 
number of messages ent does not depend 03 the relative time it takes to send 
messages, in the unidirectional case. So we may as well assume that all processors 
start simuitaneously at time 1, and each message takes unit time. As a consequence, 
it only depends on the ids of the t - 1 processors, directly preceding a processor i, 
and its own id, whether c: not processor i will send a message on time t. (This 
technique is very similar to techniques used in [22).) 
Now consider some fixed ring size n and index set I. Let A be an asynchronous 
unidirectional leader finding algorithm for ring size n and index set Z. 
We may assume that after completion of the algorithm, every processor knows 
the identity of the leader. (Other variants differ in O(n) messages, at most.) 
For all r E B, ( Z ) and t < n - 1 there is at least o,fe processor that sends 
a message at time t, on a ring labeled with r, when executing A, if Ir( 2 n + 1. 
f. Suppose not. Suppose processor i becomes the leading processor. At time 
t, processor i- 1 (or n, if i = 1) cannot distinguish the case that processor i has 
identity ri, or processor i has an identity, not in r. Contradiction. 0 
For all k s in, we now define for each SE x,(Z) the following directed graph 
S, US)), by E ={(s, t>ls, ES: will not send a message 
time k-b 1 and (I), with s=rl.. .rk and 
P := r&+1..  rZkl* 
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Lemma 3.2. Let kin, k < in; let SE X,(I). Then G(S) does not contain a cycle with 
length nf k 
Proof. Suppose G(S) contains a cycle with length n/ ki and let s’, . . . , s”jk be the 
successive nodes on this cycle. Let r = S’ l s* .. . s”lk. Now consider an execution of 
A on a ring labeled with r. (Note that r E DJ I).) 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that there is at least one processor that sends a message 
at time 2k. So suppose processor (ik +j), 0 s j s k - 1 sends a message at time 2k. 
Then processor ik (or processor n, if i = 0), sends a message between time k+ 1 and 
2k. It fOllOWS that (Si-‘, Si) = (r(i-2)k+l l . l r(i_l)k, r(i-l)k+l . . . rik) E E(S). (Or, if i = 1, 
( S “lk, s’) e E.) Contradiction. Cl 
Theorem 3.3. Let kin, k < in. Then the number of messages, sent on a unidirectional 
ring with known ring size n between time k + 1 and 2k, averaged over all ring labelings 
rE D,,(I), is at least /3( [III/k], nlk)n. 
Proof. Consider some SE &( 1). Since a non-edge in G(S) corresponds to a 
message, sent by processor 2k, between time k + 1 and 2k the average number of 
messages ent by processor 2k between time k + 1 and 2s over all rings, labeled 
with r E D”(I), which is de+ed from S, is at least p( [lIl/kJ, n/k). Note that each 
r E DJ I) is derived from the same number of S E x,(Z). It follows that the average 
number of messages, sent by processor 2k between time k + 1 and 2k is at least 
P( M/k1 9 n/k). Th e result now follows by symmetry, because each processor can 
be taken as processor 2k El 
We are now ready to prove the main results in this section. 
For all c, 1 < c < 2, and all leader finding algorithms on unidirectional 
rings, where processors know the ring size n, the average nu er of messages sent on 
a ring of size n, n a power of 2, ovey all ring labelings r E I), with III== cn, is at 
least [(lfc)-(llc*)]n logn-O(n). 
i+l 
er es, se 2 9 
over all r~ D”(I), by av(2’+ 1, 2i”). e now have the following lower bound for 
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the number of messages, which must be estimated: 
log n -2 
C av(2’+ 1,2’+‘) 
i=l 
3n ( 1 clog n 1 -Tlogn- ‘“y$,2 O(f)) -Wlog 4 
1 1 = ( > c-2 n log n-O(n). 0 
By taking a somewhat larger index set, one can improve the constant by a factor 
2. 
heorem 3.5. For ail leader finding algorithms on unidirectional rings, where processors 
know the ring size n, the average number of messages sent on a ring of size n, n a 
power of 2, over ai; ring labelings r E Dn( I), with 1113 n2, is at least bn log n -O(n). 
=lnlogn-O(n). 0 
er irectional rings for all fixe 
n this 
n is not 
section we modify the results of Section 3 for the case that the ring size 
fixed, but any arbitrary numbers N. Basically, we lose a factor of 2 in 
arison to the results in Section 3, where certain assumptions on n could be made. 
. For each SE (I), we now define a graph Gs = 
11 not send a message 
), with s = rl.. . rk and 
cessor 2k - 2 will not send a message between time 
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k and 2k -2 on a ring labeled with r~ D,,(I) w3:h sl.. .sk-, = r, . . .rk_l and 
2,. . . f&-l = r&. . . Q-J* 
Lemma4J. Letk,c$,n=c,k+c,(k-l),SEXk(I). ThenG(S)doesnotcontaina 
simple cycle with length cl + c,. 
Proof. Suppose not. Let s’. . .#I+’ 2 form a simple cycle in G(S) with length c, + c2. 
Let t’= s’ ,...~~_.~.Thenr=s’...s’~t’~~‘...t’~~’~~D,(I).Thereisat1eastonepro- 
cessor that sends a message at time 2k - 1 on a ring labeled with r. Suppose the 
processor has identity sj. j # k, else processor si_, sends a message at time 2k - 2, 
contradiction. ‘We now consider two cases. 
Case I. i-lE{l,..., c,}. The processor with identity si-’ sends a message at 
time 2k - 1 -j, hence the processor with identity sL1’, sends a message at time 
2k-2-j. It follows that 2k-2-j<k*jak-1, and because j# k, j=k-1. But 
(S ‘-‘, si) E E(S), contradiction. 
Case II. i4~{0,c,+1,...,~~+~~-11). Let i’=i-1,if i-l>O,and i’=c,+c,, 
if i - 1 = 0. Now the processor with identity SC_, sends a message at time 2k - 1 -j E 
{k 9**.9 2k - 2}, which is a contradiction. Cl 
Lemma 4.2. Let k 2 in, n =c,k+c,(k-1). Letm== [lI(ikJ, Thenumberofmessages, 
sent on a unidirectional ring with known ring size n between time k and 2k - 1, averaged 
over all ring labelings r E D,,( I ), is at least P(m, cE + c,) 9 n/2. 
Proof. For each S E X,(I), let A(S) = {(s, t) 1 s E S, t E S, s # t, processor 2k - 1 sends 
a message between time k and 2k - 1 on a ring labeled with r E D”(Z), with s = rl . . . rk 
and t ]. . . tk_l = rk+l. . . rZk_,} and B(S)={(s, t)lsES, tES, s# t, processor 2k-2 
sends a message between time k and time 2k - 2 on a ring labeled r E D,,(I), with 
s1 . ..sk-.= rl...rk-l and t l...tk-l=rke.. r2k_2}. Clearly A(S) u B(S) u Es = 
{(s, t)ls, tE S, s # 0). &nCe, for each SE &(I), !A(S)l+IB(S)i~ 
im( m - 1) - cy( m, c1 + c2). We consider two cases. 
Case I. The average of IA(S)1 Over a11 SEXk(l) is at least #m(m-l)- 
cr(m,c,+c2)). For SE&(i), let r(S)={rc D,Jl)lrI..rkES, rk+l..+kES}. For 
each SE &(I), the average number of messages ent by processor 2k - 1 between 
time k and 2k - 1 over all rings r E r(S), is at least I (S)l/m(m - 1). As each ring 
r E O,(I) belongs to the same number of sets r(S), S E Xk( I), it follows that the 
average number of messages, se 
is at least the average over all S E 
I)-a(m,c,+c2))/m(m-I)=$ 
for the ave e number of mes 
and 2k - 1. rice, the average etween time k and 2k - 
is at least 4 n/3 (m, q + c,). 
k and 2k - 2 is at least $nfl( m, c, + c2). So the result follows. Cl 
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Lemma 4.3. Let t s k s in, n = c, k + c,( k - 1). Let m = [III/k]. The number of 
messages, sent on a unidirectional ring with known ring size n between time t and 
B-1, averaged over all ring labelings rE D,,(I), is at least tlk+(m,c,+c,)n/2. 
roof. The result follows from Lemma 4.2, by observing that if tl 2 tZ, then the 
number of messages sent at time t2 is at &east the number of messages, ent at time 
t,. 0 
Lemma 4.4. Qt<$n 3ks$n, k> t, n = c,k+c,(k-l), c,+c2 is even, and 
t t 1 
-2 l--_-- 
2(t-1) 
k n t n(n/(t-l)-2)’ 
roof. Let t be given. Let c3 = ~n/(t-1)j.Ifc3iseven,letc,z=~3,c4=n-c,Z~(t-1). 
Now Osc,a- 1. If cz is odd, let q2=c3-1, c4=n-4t-1). Now t<c,< 
c,,+(t-1). 
So, in both cases, n=c&t-l)+c4, cl2 is even, and 0<c4<q2+(t-1). Write 
c4 =c~~c~~+c~~ O~c,<c,~. Let k= t+c,, c2=q2-ct. Clearly, cl+c2=q2 is even. 
We claim that n=c,k+c2(k-l), and t/ka(t/n)-(l/t). First note that c,k+ 
c2(k-1)=c12(k-1)+c1=c12(t-l)+c5c12+c,=cI2(t-l)+c4=n. Secondly, 
c4 t-l c5= - L I <- +1< (t-1) +1 Cl2 Cl2 ‘nl(t-l)-2 
(t-l)(n/(t-l)-2) 2(t-1) 
=(n/(t-l))(n/(t-l)-2)+[n/(t-l)](n/(t-l)-2)+1 
t2 2(t-1)2 2 
G- &+1+ 
n+n(n/(t-l)-2)+1 n 
2(t-1)t 
n(nl(t - 1) L)’ 
Mence, 
t t G G t 1 2(t-1) -=-= 
k t+c, 
1 --a 1 _-a l----- 
t c cs t n t n(nf(t-l)-2)’ 
Finally, t 4 in a cl2 >3+k-l<$n*ka$n. 0 
For all c, 1 < c < 2, and all leader Jinding algorithms on unidirectional 
rings, where processors know the ring size n, the average number @‘messages ent on 
a ring of size n, over all ring labelings r E D,,(I), with III 2 cn, is at least $((llc) - 
(l/c’))n log n -O(n). 
First we estimate the average number of messages, ent between time 2’ and 
1 as follows (i = 1 . . . [log n] -3). Let k > 2’, n = c,k + c,( k - 1) and 
2’ 2’ 1 -2 1 --_y- 2(2’-1) 
k 2’ n(n/(2’-I)-2) 
as indicated by 
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Write [lIi/2iJ = m. The average number of messages, sent between time 2’ and 
2 ‘+’ - 1 is at least $ l 2’/k+( m, cl+c2), b!l Lemma 4.3. As c,+c,an/(k-l&n/2’, 
this is at least 
1 2’ 1 
s- 
( 
1 
2(2’-1) ----_ 
2 n 2’ n(nf((.?‘-l)-2)) 
)*n($-$-O(:)). 
So, the total average number of messages is at least 
143n.i -3 c 1, 2’ 1 
z 1---=- ( 
2(2’-1) 
i=l n t n(nl((2’- 1) -2)) 
)n(i--$-O(z)) 
1 1 1 =- -_- 
( ) 2 c c* 
nlogn-O(n). 0 
Theorem 4.6. For all leaderfinding algorithms on unidirectional rings, where processors 
know the ring size n, the average number of messages sent on a ring of size n, n a 
power of 2, over all ring labelings rE D,,(I), with III2 n*, is at least in log n-O(n). 
Proof. Similar as in Theorem 3.5 and 4.5. 0 
5. Lower bounds for leader finding otri bidirectional rings 
The lower bounds for problems on bidirectional rings are of the type where we 
average over all rings, labeled with strings E D,J I), but where the delay times may 
be chosen in any manner, in order to obtain an as large as possible number of 
messages. All lower bounds for the average number of messages for leader finding 
on asynchronous rings we know of, are of this type. Here we assume that all messagt 
delay times are equal, i.e. each message takes unit time. Further assume that when 
a processor receives two messages (from both neighbors) at the same moment, it 
handles the left one !+t. In this way we lose the implicit non-determirr;sm, aqsociated 
with asynchronous, bidirectional rings. 
So we may assume that we have an asynchronous, message-driven algorithm, 
running on a synchronous ring. We again assume that all processors tart to send 
at time 1. Note that it depend; only on the ids of the processors with distance at 
most t - 1 to processor i, whether or not processor i will send a message at time t 
or not. 
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Let III>- n + I. men, for all PE D,,( 1) and t < bn, there is at least one 
processor that sends a message at time t on a ring labeled r. 
. Similar to Lemma 3.1. Cl 
Now for all k G $n, 21k, 2 G tk and each S E X,(I) we define the following directed 
graph HI(S) = (S, E,(S) j, by El(S) = {(s, ?) 1 s, t E S; when a ring is labeled with 
rE o,(I), with S = rl.. .rk, t = rk+l.. . rzk, then none of the processors $ k + 1, 1 k + 
2 9***9 Ifk - 1, lhk sends a message at time I}. 
.2. Let kin, 21s 1~ 4s k C$n, SE &(L). Then H,(S) does not contain a 
simple directed cycle with length n/k. 
Suppose H,(S) contains a cycle with length n/k say sl , . . . , sn/ke Then on 
a ring labeled sl 9 s2. . . sn/k no processor sends a message at time 1. Contradiction. 0 
.3. Let kin, 2)k, Is &, k s in. Then the average number of messages, ent 
at time 1, over all rings, labeled with rE D,,(I), is at least nlk+(IIIIk, n/k). 
Consider some S E Xk( I). Since any non-edge in Hi(S) corresponds to a 
message, sent at time 1, by a processor in $k + 1, . . . , I& the average number of 
messages sent by processors 4 k + 1, . . . , Ilk at time 1 is at least p()I)/rC, n/k). Again 
we argue that each r E L&(I) is derived from the same number of SE Xk(z). It 
follows that the average number of messages, ent by processors &+ 1,. . . , l@ at 
time 1, over all r E D,,(I) is at least P(JIJ/ k, n/k). The result now ffollows by symmetry, 
as every k successive processors can be taken as processors & + 1, . . . , l&. El 
For all c, 1 < c c 2, and all leader finding algorithms on bidirectional 
rings, where processors know the ring size n, the average number of messages sent on 
a ring of size n, n a power 0~~ 2, over all ring labelings rE I?,,( I), with 111~ cn, is at 
least t((l/c) - (l/c’))n log 18 -O(n). 
It follows from Theorem 5.3 that between times fk + 1 and &, at least 
messages are sent, on the average over all ring labelings r E Dk( I). 
NOW the result follows, similar as in Theorem 3.4. 0 
Similar as in Theorem 3.5, one can improve the constant by taking 1112 ns. In 
this way one obtains basically the same lower bound as Duris and Galil [13], with 
erence that here 111 is polynomial instead of exponential in n. 
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For n of the form 2m!, we can obtain lower bounds with (asymptotically) a better 
constant factor. Define for n even:fll, n) = min(k 2 21(2lk and kin}. 
Lemma 5.6. Let n = 2( m !). ?3ren 
In 
c 1 --in,,-O(m). 1=lf(5 4 
. Write 
In 
c 
1 m-l i (j+l)($n/(i+l)!) 
-= 
c c c -L 
I=I .fU, 4 i=l j=l /=j-($n/(i+l)!)+l _fU, 4 
m-l 
= C $(Hi-1) 
i=l 
m-l 
3 C &ln(i)-O(m) 
i=l 
=lln((m-l)!)-O(m) 
=$H,,-O(m). 
(In(x) denotes the logarithm of x to the base e.) Cl 
Note that 
fn 
1 in 1 
!Z, rn)= ,=I f(l, n) c -*O(1). 
Theorem 5.7. For every E > 0, there are infinitely many n E N’, such that for all leader 
finding algorithms on bidirectional rings, where processors know the ring size n, the 
average number of messages sent on a ring with size n, over all ring labelings rE D,,(I), 
with 111an2, is at least (i-E)nH,,. 
roof. It follows from Theorem 5.3, that one can estimate the desire 
2 
Note that 
; lfwWfU, 4 = 
I=1 I4l(fU, n) - 1) 
en we take n of the form 2 - (m !), then from a 5.6 a at i 
an 4n 
c -= c I=lf(l,n) l=1$(I,n) 
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it follows that 
!n 
c n 1 1 ,=I f(Ln)‘2=4 n -O(m). 
e result now follows easily by taking m large enough for given e > 0. 
Note that InH,, = 0.173n log n. Combinin the techniques ofSection 4and of this 
section one can also obtain the following results. 
For all c, 1 c c c 2, and a21 leader finding algorithms on bidirectional 
rings, where processors know the ring size n, the average number of messages, ent on 
a ring of size n over all ring labelings r E D,,(I) with 1 II 2 cn, is at least !(( I/ c) - 
(I/c2))nH, -O(n). 
For all leaderjmding algorithms on bidirectional rings, where processors 
know the ring size n, the average number of messages, ent on a ring of size n over all 
ring labelings rE O,(I), with 1112 R’, is at least $H,, -O(n)=O.OgIn log n-O(n). 
ndomized versus deterministic algorithms on non-anonymow networks 
Hn this section we give a negative result on randomization for problems on 
non-anonymous networks. A very similar result was found independently by Attiya 
1. To ease presentation, we again assume that the algorithm is message- 
driven, and the average or expected number of messages is counted when each 
message takes unit time, and all processors become active at the same moment. 
owever, similar results can be proved when weaker assumptions hold. 
We call an algorithm randomized, if processors can use randomization and the 
rithm terminates with probability 1, an never terminates incorrectly. We can 
ourselves to randomized algorithms t t always terminate within a bounded 
number of steps. The following lemma justifies this assumption. 
exists a randomized algorithm A that solves problem Pon networks 
ted number of mess on network G E and terminates 
terministic algorith that solves P on networks of type 
E > 0, there exists a randomized algorithm C that solves problem P 
uses an expected number of messages a + e on G, and 
a messages. In the 
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set m of incoming messages to the set ((s, m)) of 3-tuples, consisting of a new 
state S’ of a processor, a (possibly em y) set of messages m’ it sends, and the 
probability p E (0, I] that a processor with state s’ and incoming messages m goes 
to state 5’ and sends messages m’. e must have for each pair 
(s, m): C (s’,m’,p)~A((s, rn))P = I* 
For a deterministic algorithm, IA((s, m))l = I for all (s, m). e entry “1” is 
e form, described above, which is not necessarily computable, 
is zalled a pseudo-algorithm. For each (pseudo-) algorithm A we have a set of 
deterministic pseudo-algorithms PS( A), which are obtained by choosin 
(s,m) a unique possible transition of A(& m)): BE PS(A)@V(s, m)E 
dam(A): 3(s’, m’, p)~ A((s, m)): (s’, m’, 1)~ B((s, m)). 
If A solves a distributed problem P and always terminates in a bounded number 
of steps, then all B E PS( A) also solve R 
The set of all input configurations (= the set of all possible labelings of all 
processors with an identity and an input) is denoted by I. I is assumed to be of 
finite size for a given network G. We assume the identity of a processor to be part 
of its state. By giving each processor an extra counter that is increased by one with 
each state-transition, we may assume that no state is reached more than once in 
any run of the algorithm. The set of possible runs of (pseudo)-algorithm A on input 
i,, when each message takes unit time and all procLssors start simultaneously is 
denoted by r( i, A). The set of all pairs (state, set of incoming messages) reached in 
run r is denoted by s(r), the set of all actions (state, set of incoming messages) --) (new 
state, set of outgoing messages) that occur in run r is denoted by a(r). An action 
(s, m) 3 (s’, m’) is also sometimes denoted as (s, m ) + (s’, m’, p), if (s’, m’, p) E 
A((s, m)). The probability o n action a = (s, m) --* (s’, m’) is denoted by p(a), i.e. 
(s’, m’, p((s, m) + (s’, m’))) ((s, m)). The set of all actions, possible from (s, m) 
is ar(A(s, m)) = {( s, mbb’, m’, pJl(s’, m’, pk A((s, m)% e set of all actions is 
a(A) =U(s,m)Edom(A) a(4 (~9 ml)* 
For given A, enumerate the pseudo-algorithms from PS( ,,B2,Bj ,.... In 
order to handle PS(A) with infinite size, we use the following notations: 
&%q)= U 4 
Is,is,y 
r(i, A, q) = (r E r( i, A) 1 I uses only actions from 
(s”, m’, q) with ((s, m) + (6 m’, 4)) c 4 
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S. Then for every randomized ( pseudo )-algorithm for problem P, the expected message 
complexity (bit complexity) over all inputs on network G is at least 6. 
By Lemma 6.1 it is sufficient o prove the result for randomized (pseudo)- 
thms that always terminate in a bounded number of steps. 
enote the complexity of a run r with compl( r). Let S = dam(A). For a run 
r E r( i, A), the probability that run r occurs with input i is C:a( r)Pm 
We prove the result for the case that PS(A) is infinite. e proof for the finite 
case is easily derived from this case. We write: 
C compl(r)- ll p(a) 
r~ r( i.A.9 1 aca(r) 
2 C cowW* ll p(a)- II 1 PW 
re rt i.A.9) QCQ(T) ts.mkSq-str) aca(A,(s,m),y) 
= 
c compl( r) 
rc rti.A.9) 
p(a) if (s, m)E s(r) or a E a(r) 
. 
n 
(s.mkSq uc‘a(A.(s,mLq~ 0 if (s, m)cs(r) and aLa 
2 c complb-J C 4 p(a) if (s, m)e s(r) or a E a(r) rc r( i.A.9 1 BcP3A.q) atza(E) 0 if (s, m)c s(r) and a E a(r) 
= c 1 compl(r)= n p(a). 
BEP!S(A.~) rcr(i.8) aca(R) 
Hence the average complexity of algorithm A is 
1 compl(+ n p(a) 
acw(r) 
iE1 BEPS(A,~I rcr(i.B) 
slim x n p(a)GS=S. 0 
9-“= BcPS(A.9) acot8) 
n other words, for any network if there exists a randomized algorithm that 
a class of netwo including G, then there exists a deterministic 
for P, with the same or better expected bit complexity or message 
In several cases one can strengthen the result a little such that B 
erely a pseudo-algorithm, e. 
input-configurations are finite. 
sage complexity <as. 
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An important corollary of this result is that Theorems 3.4, 3.5, 
5.8 and 5.9 hold also for randomized algorithms. 
7. rin iMMXSS0 
The same techniques can be used to prove lower bounds for several other problems 
on rings of processors. A well-studied problem is the complexity of cyclic functions 
on rings of processors, i.e. functions f: Xc” + C’ (X, C’ some given alphabets), such 
that for all X, y E C” with x is a cyclic shift of y, f(x) =f(y). 
We require all processors to decide on the output. Note there is a reduction from 
the case where at least one processor must decide on the input to this case, using 
O(n) extra messages. 
For upper and lower bounds on the message and bit complexity of boolean 
functions of this type, see e.g. [2,3,4,9,20]. 
Definition 7.1. A cyclic function Z” --*C’ is cu-global on Z’c C, if for all XE (XT)“, 
there is an yEZ”, withf(x)#f(y) and 3k, l~k~n:x~modn+l...x~k+o_l)modr.+l= 
~&modn+l~~~~(k+o-I)modn+l. 
Theorem 7.2. Let f: Z’ + X’ be a cyclic function, that is a-global on X” c 2. Then for 
any distributed algorithm that computes f on non-anonymous nidirectional or bidirec- 
tional rings, for any labeling of the processors with identities, any input E (Z”)“, and 
any possible execution on a ring with this labeling and input, for every t < $a, there is 
at least one processor that sends a message at time t. 
Proof. Suppose not, for input x E (2”)“. Then every processor must have decided 
upon time t on the output. But processor (k + ia - 1) mod n + 1 will be in the same 
state at time t on a ring with input x or y. Contradiction. Cl 
Similar as in Sections 3, 4 and 5 one can derive a lower bound for the average 
number of messages, sent on unidirectional or bidirectional rings with identities. 
With the results of Section 6, it follows that the same bound holds for randomized 
algorithms as well. 
rem 7.3. Let f: Y --* be a cyclic function, that is a-global on “c C. For every 
erministic, or randomiz orithm that computes f on bidirectional no~-a~ony~o~s 
rings with identities take 
Similar, but slightly better 
results for the well-studied case of cyclic boolean functions. 
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Corollary 7.4. Let A be any distributed algorithm that computes XOR on a bidirectional 
ring of processors, where ach processor has a unique identity taken from I, with 1 I1 2 cn 
for some constant c> 1. Then the average number of messages sent by A over all ring 
labelings E D,,(I), and inputs E {0,1)” is fl(n log n). 
Abrahamson et al [2] define the expected complexity of an algorithm to be the 
maximum over all inputs of the expected number of bits sent on a ring with that 
input. They conjecture that the expected complexity of AND and OR is a( n log n). 
We are even able to prove a stronger esult. Let the expected message complexity 
of an algorithm be the maximum over all inputs of the expected number of messages 
sent on a ring with that input. 
Corollary 7.5. For any distributed algorithm A, that computes AND, OR or solves 
the orientation problem (see e.g. [3,4]) on a bidirectional ring, the expected message 
complexity is a( n log n). 
Proof. Take Y= { 1) (AND), X”= (0) (OR) or Z’= { +} (orientation problem). AND 
and OR are (n - I)-global on X”, the orientation problem is (in - I)-global on Z’. 0 
Corollary 7.5 can be extended to non-anonymous rings. In that case the expected 
message comp!exity must be defined as the maximum over all inputs (E (0, I}“) of 
the average over all ring labelings E D,,(I) (I 113 cn or 1113 n*) of the expected 
number of messages sent on a ring with that input and labeling. Again &log n) 
lower bounds follow. 
al remarks 
In this paper we derived several new lower bounds for deterministic and random- 
ized extrema finding and some other problems on asynchronous, non-anonymous 
rings of processors, where the ring size is known to the processors. We introduced 
a new lower bound technique, based on results from extremal graph theory. This 
technique allows us to deal with sets of identities, which may be as small as cn, for 
any !&d c > 1, and does not require us to make assumptions on the ring size n, 
like .‘n is a power of 2”. No very special assumptions on delay times are needed 
in the bidirectional case: the lower bounds hold for asynchronous algorithms that 
run on synchronous rings. Also, we obtained an elementary, but powerful result, 
that showed that the same lower bounds hold for randomized algorithms. This result 
is also applicable to other distributed problems. 
There are still a litiur*utii rf U+Y~ problems in this area, as can ?~r: seen rronr the 
tables from Section I. It appears that having a bidirectional ring helps to decrerase 
oes not seem to to decrease the 
worst-case number of messages. In fact, the best known algorit 
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the worst-case number of messages) for bidirectional rings with sense of orientation 
is to use the unidirectional algorithm of [12]. If there is no sense of orientation, 
then quite complicated algorithms are designed [IS, I93 that have a worst-case 
number of messages that is only slightly higher than that of the best known 
unidirectional algorithm. Hence, an interesting question is, whether having a bidirec- 
tional ring can he 1 to decrease the worst-case number of messages. 
There are other gaps between upper and lower bounds that give rise to interesting 
open problems. For instance, is &‘?/ nH,, optimal for the average number of messages 
on bidirectional ring? Another open problem is whether knowing the ring size helps 
to decrease the number of messa es with O( n log n) messages in some cases. (It 
seems possible to save O(n) messages by knowing the ring size.) 
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